Voices, Visions &
Realities: In Our
Own Words

If your experiences feel nothing
like what textbooks or clinicians
describe, you’re not alone.
This leaflet features multiple anonymous first person accounts that express
the richness, complexity and personal and spiritual significance of
experiences labelled as “psychosis.”

“It’s not easy to describe, but yes, it means a
whole lot to me, it’s made me who I am.”

‘Anna’: Things Are Different
“One thing I think I noticed really early on
was just this very, very difficult to describe
kind of global atmospheric change. …I’m not
even sure if it’s appropriate to describe as
perceptual because everything just started to
feel changed and in a certain sense looked
changed, but not in the sense of some (easily)
identifiable change. I wouldn’t say things
were bigger or smaller or that the contours or surfaces were different. There’s something that
just somehow looking at the whole world was just no longer the same.”

‘Samantha’: Force Fields
“I also had these really strong, visual sorts
of—they weren’t really hallucinations
because I couldn’t literally see them—but
there were these huge force fields coming
in and out of my body and other people’s
bodies and it would somehow control the
people on the street. I could imagine this
force field bigger and then all of a sudden
all the people would move away from me.
Or if I imagined the force field getting
smaller, all of a sudden people would
come closer; like I could control people on the street when I was walking around.”

‘Anton’: Creation
“When I lie down to sleep and I’m quiet. Then I
can stop (the voices) or ignore (them). And the
ghosts, it’s sort of like I shove them away. And
there are so many ghosts there…so many of
them. And also, you know, there’s like a
character that’s like a queen standing there.
It’s not a father figure, but it’s like there’s my
mother, who I love so much. There are so
many—almost like all of the seeds…all of the seeds that are growing inside of her
stomach. There’s a smell, like they’re…like it’s growing. Like the sperm is there, and
you can smell it. And there’s blood that you can smell. And it’s just…it’s just amazing.
There’s this inside feeling of like… there’s a rope—like the baby’s umbilical cord is
around a neck and then there’s a waking up. There’s a Hallelujah to the Lord. And
there’s a connection there to God. And this is sort of an awful full of blood experience.
And there’s so much love for my mother. This is the same as the voices; it’s the same. “

‘Allison’: Making Meaning
“I think that there are small
things and I think there are big
things, as well, that I do to shape
and also to kind of create
meaning out of my
experience…and that's a
conscious process. That's one of
the things that I learned through the sort of work that I do as a peer—doing
things like shifting a world view or the creation of alternative meaning.
Things like exercising gratitude or shifting negative thoughts to positive
thoughts. All of that has helped to make it a much more—yeah, now I'm
pretty comfortable with my mode of experiencing the world.
[Eventually] I kind of kicked the bio-psychiatric model out of my head. I
mean I'm still in the process of getting it completely out. I have the internal
psychiatrist, that's like, "That's talking crazy, Allison." So, yeah, it's like,
"Shut up." But I think that once I got rid of that paradigm, where my
experiences were seen as wrong or the result of a bungle or flaw or screwup, and actually allowed myself to give personally relevant, somewhat

adventuresome but relatively responsible meaning (to them), [I started to
heal].
Now, I feel like I have a wholeness to myself and my experiences and my
thoughts and whatnot that is, ironically, a lot more coherent than when it
was like “these experiences are not okay. This is shameful. This is weird.”
It's no longer scary now that I've just let myself be like, okay, this
obviously—this is part of mind, this is part of my heart, this is part of the
world…how can I make this work, 'cause it's not going away.”

‘Susanna’: Reconciling Worlds
“I used to feel very hopeless, very despondent. People did not understand what I was
saying or experiencing, including my therapist. My psychiatrist kept bringing up
clozapine, more drugs and medications… I tried to make it all go away. But ironically,
the more I pushed things away, the scarier they got. So eventually I decided to do the
opposite. To accept all the changes in perception and feeling and also all the scary
things; to let them be. To accept that just because they’re there, doesn’t mean I can’t
also engage with “normal” things and have “normal” conversations. I came to think of
myself as bicultural, or maybe as a translator moving between two very different
realities. And to accept that there was meaning, and also scary and difficult things, in
both worlds. That sometimes the “not crazy” social anxiety was actually scarier than
the “crazy” angry voices.
And over time I’ve worked to reconcile these two worlds that I live in, to move between
them on my own terms, and to see myself not as someone who is broken or “ill” or
disabled, but as someone whose experiences allow me to understand things that many
others don’t—to understand the complexities of the human mind and the intensity of
human suffering. And rather than buying into dogmatic thinking about what is or isn’t
possible, is or isn’t ‘crazy,’ I’m genuinely open to the richness and multiplicity of human
experience.”
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